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MKM Wooden Rollers

Tools

Amaco Texture Rollers
Roll out continuous designs on your clay slabs
for instant works of art! They work best with
breaking or translucent glazes that will highlight
the instant design work. Available in two sizes,
2½” wide (as shown below) or 4¼”.

There is a wide range of designs available in each
size of MKM rollers! All MKM rollers are made
with a fine grained hardwood and treated with
tung oil for durability. To see ALL of the MKM
designs - please visit • georgies.com/rollers •
RH2 • $10.95 (handle fits MRS’s, MRX’s)

RH1 • $12.95 (handle fits RS’s, RM’s, RL’s)

TRHM

TRHM (2½”) roller HANDLE ......... $5.15
-- Fits rollers TRM1-TRM4 at $5.90 ea

TRH (4¼”) roller HANDLE ............ $5.25
-- Fits rollers TRB-TRV at $6.40 ea

(TRV)
TRV

The 4¼” rollers
have 6 designs
to choose from.
Handles for
each size are
sold separately.
Rollers slide on
& off for easy
versatility.

MRS01-MRS24
5mm - $7.95

MRX01-MRX20
12cm - $9.95

RS001-RS033
1.5cm - $10.95

RL001-107
6cm - $16.95

** Pictures of the MRS’s,MRX’s RS’s, RM’s & RL’s are for size reference only **
go to our website for the full line of rollers that are available

Rolling Pins

Hand Rollers
FR5516..............................................$7.60
FCR........................... 1-5 @................$4.29
6-11 @..............$3.44
12+ @...............$3.01
FR5516

RPS, RPM, RPL
FR4026
FR4048

FCR

Xiem Art Rollers
• Made with high-quality nonstick
rubber for ease of use.
• Paint-roller-style stainless steel handle
available, but Art Rollers work equally
well with or without handle (ARH).
• Seamless pattern designs 8” wide for
any clay surface.
• With 31 patterns to choose from,
AR1-AR31 are $11.95 ea.

RM001-RM102
3cm - $13.95

Xiem Mini Art Rollers
Mini Art Rollers have interchangeable
rubber rollers with different designs.
NO strips to wrap around and secure
to the wheel: just slide rollers on and off.
Each set of 3 rollers with handle is $16.95.

The Handle (ARH) is $6.55.

RPS, RPM and RPL are solid wood rolling
pins. Measurements are their actual
working surface area.
RPS...............11”................................$29.00
RPM..............17”................................$36.00
RPL...............22”................................$44.00
FR4026........12”................................$22.40
(non-stick silicone surface)
FR4048........13”................................$23.60

The Steve Tool

STT

ARH

ARMB - set B

handle w/wollers

Shown above is the
AR01 “Baroque” Art Roller.
-- see all xiem roller designs at --

• georgies.com/tool/xiem •

ARMC - set C

ARMD - set D

Choose your own texture by arranging the
plastic disks with washers and nuts for lots
of raw texture in different patterns. After
applying texture, form the shape from the
INSIDE so the texture becomes part of the
piece, and not just applied to the outside.
STT...... (MSRP $21.95).......... our price $17.95

Catalog prices change over time. For the most current prices call us or visit our website.

